
ORMA
Orma is considered to be one of the most beautiful and

traditional villages of Almopia. Orma is situated 15 km

from Aridaia, it has around 700 inhabitants working in
agriculture and tourism. Small rivers are running through
the village and at the beautiful square you will find more
than 100 years old plane trees that provide a cool climate
despite the warm midsummer. The houses are traditional
and the people of Orma are maintaining values, customes
and traditions that have their roots in ancient time. The

area and the climate favors suitable conditions for
growing cherries, peaches, grapes and other vegetables.

LOUTRA
Loutra is one of the most famous therapeutic spa resorts
in Greece located near the village of Orma in picturesque

surroundings at the foot of the Kaimaktsalan Mountains.
Loutra is indeed a miracle of nature known for the
thermal springs originated from the bowels of the earth,
the many cascading waterfalls, rivers and the large

swimmingpool. In the gorge of Loutra you can find a

prehistoric cave with stalactites and stalagmites, the area

has a rich wildlife, an unspoiled vegetation and offers a

variety of activities such as climbing and hiking in the
surrounding forest area.

SERVICES:

8 nights in a shared double room
Full board

7 days of dancing lessons
Parties and feasts with live music

All transportation (except to Naousa)

COSTS:
Participants of the seminar : 760 euro

Companions: 550euro
New Hotel: 860 euro

Single room supplement: 105 euro
lfyou reschedule or cancel your registration by 15/10

there is a cancellation fee of 400 euro.

Airport - Orma Bus transfer 20 euro

The seminar begins with dinner and dancing
in the evening on the 2 of November

and the end of seminar is on the 10 of November

after the breakfast.

FOR INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION

PLEASE CONTACT PETROS & GIANNIS SETKOS

Mail: petroselkos@gmail.com
gianniselkos@gmail.com

Mobile: +305937101218
+306973636975

Bernard Duthoy: +32 486187 257
balkanbrugge@telenet.be

Susan Lotz: +49 173 9641130

PETROS AND GIANNIS
sELl{0s

AUTUMN
Gth DANCE SEMINAR

WITH A TASTE OF

MACEDONIAN TSIPOURO

IN ORMA

2llr - ßlLL -2024
Dance Teachers

Petros & Giannis Selkos : Makedonia etc.

Vangelis Tsaganos: Serres

Dimitris Bakos: Kithnos - Tzia

Kostas Nikolaidis - Pontos

TSIPOT'RO
(.()rlrleetirrff people

sue.lotz@web.de



Vangelis Tsaganos Serres

Vangelis Tsaganos: ls a
Sport teacher with focus
on traditional dances,he
lives in Athens where he

leads several dance
groups. Vangelis is a
motivating, patient

teacher and an excellent
dancer. With his inspiring

and energetic way of
teaching he will show us

dances from region Serres

Join the autumn dance seminar in Orma which will
include many interesting activities such as visits to the

danceschool of Petros, a winery in Naousa, participating

in the making of Petros' own tsipouro

The seminar will take place in the picturesque village of

Orma, 15 km from Aridaia and only a few kilometers

from the spa resort in Loutra. The accommodation will
be in various comfortable hotels in the village of Orma,

all within walking distance of Petros hotel which is

under construction. The dance lessons will take place in

the garden of Petros hotel and here we will as well enjoy

our breakfast and lunch prepared by Petros'family

Monday 4lLL :10:00 o clock in the morning.
Parade in the city ARIDEA

Tuesday Slll :19:00 o clock in the afternoon
departure in Naoussa.

Thursdav Tltt:t9.OO o'clock in the afternoon
departuie fn Nivourlis winery

Petros & Giannis
Selkos

Dimitris Bakos Kithnos & Tzia

Dimitris Bakos: is from
Athens. He is a very

oassionate teacher for his
energy, humorous and

inspiring way of teaching.
He has his own dances

groups and is a very
popular teacher in

seminars around Greece.
Dimitris is as well as

excellent dancer details h
will teach us dances from

Tzia and Kithnos !

Kostas Nikolaidis Pontos

Kostas Nikolaidis : Lives in
Thessaloniki and Kilkis
Makedonia. He has in

volvier with the teaching
and oerformance of on

raditional dance for manv
vears and leads.Several

dance groups in northern
eece. Kostas Spezialist i

dance from Pontos !

Macedonia etc.

Petros and Giannis what a

Team!! Father and son will
show us dances from therr
region Pella Makedonia etc.

Petros began teaching in
his early Teens and now

leads one of the best dance
ornr rn< in C.reerc

Giannis started teaching
the youth departments of
the group ( Almopes ) and
now is leading the group.

Saturday 9lll :2O:OO o clock in the evening,
at the dänöe hall PARADOSIAKO at Loutrakr.
Glendi with live music Tsipouro,Wine.


